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12 Of Twins and Time
Scientists, Intellectual Cooperation, and the League of Nations

Jimena Canales

In 1932, Ernst Krieck, a devout member of the National Socialist party in Germany and one of its most influential pedagogues, claimed that science was never, in the end, neutral: “In the future, one will no more adopt the fiction of an enfeebled neutrality in science than in law, economy, the State or public life generally. The method of science is indeed only a reflection of the method of government,” he explained. Krieck held views which were exactly the contrary of those of the majority of scientists and intellectuals around him. Most scientists working after the First World War believed instead that science was not and should never be political and—for that very reason—that it should be neutral and international.

Krieck’s views could be simply labeled anti-scientific. For Robert K. Merton, the influential sociologist of science, they represented the much wider repudiation of science (and rationality) that was extending right in front of his eyes and throughout Nazi Germany. But the relation of science and politics (as that of the history of science in totalitarian regimes) is more complex than either Krieck or Merton allow.

During times of intense conflict, there is often rampant disagreement about what is considered neutral versus partisan, and the dream of finding a “view from nowhere” gives way to a more modest goal of producing knowledge from a multitude of situated and partial perspectives. Even the notion that science is (or should be) neutral has a complicated history in itself. The historian of science Robert Proctor has traced the roots of this idea to the Socratic separation between theory and practice, arguing that it is impossible to consider science “in itself” as always and everywhere neutral. Furthermore, some of the most cherished values of science frequently associated with neutrality, such as “objectivity,” “precision,” and “impersonality” have had fluctuating relations to politics and values. Politics, or implications for the culture at large, simply cannot be read out from scientific theories, equations, or technologies.

How, then, can we understand the relation of science to the ideals of neutrality which often accompanied it? Did Einstein, who considered science to be both “impersonal” and “international”, hold these ideals? Science, according to him, was “a paradise beyond the personal”—a paradise which “whether you like it or not” was and would always be “international.” This aspect of
Einstein’s view of science fit with the broader belief, forcefully promulgated by many members of the Vienna Circle and dominating much of science and philosophy well into the last decades of the century, that in science “politics and values were to be checked at the door.” But where, precisely, did this “door” lie? How far did debates about neutrality reach? Neutrality was not just a political ideal often held by scientists; it constituted, at their very core, some of the central scientific tenets of twentieth-century science.

To understand the complex nature of time and space in the universe, scientists—paradoxically—often turned to much simpler scenarios. Thus in 1905 in his famous theory of relativity paper, Einstein enticed the world to think about time in terms of how it was measured by clocks, and of space as it was defined by rigid measuring rods. By doing so, Einstein started a revolution in physics that had not been seen since the time of Newton, splitting the intellectual community for or against his theory. It soon became evident, however, that his apparently simple conception was much more complicated, and numerous commentators started to point out the many questions and paradoxes it entailed. The Dutch physicist Hendrik Lorentz saw that the equations he had developed before Einstein were now being used by the younger physicist and given a particular interpretation to which he was unwilling to subscribe; Henri Bergson, renowned French philosopher and the authority on the nature of time during this period, saw his life work under attack, protesting that an outdated metaphysics was once again uncritically parading as ultimate truth.

One particularly controversial aspect of Einstein’s theory pertained to the time marked by two clocks rapidly moving away from each other. To understand this effect, Einstein’s theory was described in even simpler terms. The physicist Paul Langevin illustrated it using an example involving only two individuals, one a voyager and another one who remained on earth. Despite Langevin’s best efforts, his example was still considered not simple enough and hardly uncontroversial, so in further attempts to simplify it, others proposed to eliminate possible difficulties associated with the examples of a voyager and an earth-bound individual by thinking about it in terms of individuals of identical genetic constitution: twins. This simple fictional scenario, commonly referred to as “the twin paradox”, was referred to again and again throughout the century.

Einstein, Lorentz, and Bergson—contemporaries in a world which was being torn apart by disagreements between individuals, often from different nationalities, belonging to distinct cultures, and holding different views about the significance of race and creed—referred to the paradox at the same time that they tried to mitigate the potential harmful consequences arising from these differences as members of an elite commission of the League of Nations. But reaching agreement about intellectual cooperation in the early decades of the twentieth century was as complex as reaching agreement about the nature of time in the simple fictional “twin paradox” case. Debates about the nature of the universe, the meaning of time in relativity theory, and how to best advance international causes all took
place in the same context as discussions of a most simple case: two persons (sometimes twins) disagreeing with each other about the nature of time. With this example, scientists and philosophers hoped that politics and values could be finally left out. But by looking carefully at its history, we see (instead of a “door”) a space were the categories of politics versus science are grossly inadequate, and where the most literal, denuded, and simple scenarios remain the richest, the most complex, and the most literary.

In the late nineteenth century, the question of time intersected directly with that of neutrality in discussions about where to place the prime meridian—the degree zero of longitude—that could serve as a point of reference to all other measurements of time and longitude. A “neutral” system of longitude, argued an expert, is “a myth, a fancy, a piece of poetry”, but other scientists believed that a neutral place of reference could indeed be found. The equator or the stars above the earth, argued some, were neutral enough.

In the twentieth century, discussions of time and neutrality were more complicated, and much less evidently geopolitical than those that led to the establishment of the prime meridian at the Greenwich Royal Observatory. Scientists argued about how to account for the difference in time marked by a stationary clock and a clock in uniform motion. Should one clock, the “stationary” one, be privileged, or should scientists and philosophers remain “neutral” in assessing the differences between the two clocks and consider them interchangeable and simply in movement by reference to each other? Questions of neutrality in this context now incorporated discussions about parity, congruence, transmission, the possibilities and limits of communication, and how it related to ways of fostering or preventing agreement. Discussions no longer focused on the task of finding a neutral standpoint (either on earth or in the heavens), but rather on how (and under what conditions) it could be made possible.

**AN INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE**

Einstein’s theory of relativity, according to many observers at the time, could not have been proved without international cooperation between scientists of different nations. The success of international cooperation in science was often exemplified with the following case: “The Theory of Einstein, the German Jew, was put to the test by British astronomers,” who in 1919 led the famous eclipse expeditions that largely confirmed the theory. Contem- porary descriptions of the “test” of Relativity Theory frequently stressed the same aspects. Einstein was almost always explicitly described as “German” and the scientists who confirmed it, “British.” Thus Ernest Rutherford, one of the founders of atomic physics, explained why it was so extraordinary in precisely these terms: “an astronomical prediction by a German scientist had been confirmed by expeditions . . . by British astronomers.” Another fellow physicist similarly explained: “The fact that a theory formulated by a
German has been confirmed by observations on the part of Englishmen has brought the possibility of co-operation between these scientifically-minded nations much closer.” Einstein was a two-fold hero: “Quite apart from the great scientific value of his brilliant theory, Einstein has done mankind an incalculable service”, in proving the value of international cooperation. During this time, the goal of advancing science and international cooperation often “blurred together.” It was hardly a coincidence that Arthur S. Eddington, the astronomer in charge of the expeditions that largely proved the theory, was (like Einstein) a pacifist, a critic of the First World War, and an ardent defender of political and scientific internationalism.

Einstein himself frequently underlined that the confirmation of his theory came from “English astronomers and physicists” in the “proud tradition of English science” by “English scientific men” backed by “English institutions.” He even argued that, given the political situation at the time of the First World War, objective judgment could only come from the English: “In Germany, for the most part, a newspaper’s political orientation dictated its judgment of my theory; the attitude of English scientists, on the other hand demonstrated that their sense of objectivity is not clouded by a political point of view.”

The importance of these national associations in the context of science seemed at times paradoxical or even humorous. Einstein explicitly referred to the complex connotations that his newfound fame brought on by reference to his complicated German, Swiss, and Jewish background:

By an application of the theory of relativity [. . . ], to-day in Germany I am called a German man of science, and in England I am represented a Swiss Jew. If I come to be represented as a bête noir, the description will be reversed, and I shall become a Swiss Jew for the Germans and a German man of science for the English.

The astrophysicist Willem Julius, who looked for additional proofs for Einstein’s theory, but was failing to find any, mockingly claimed that the sun was not cooperating as well with “the British Empire”, as it had previously done during the eclipse expeditions. The evidence he found was unfortunately “even less likely as a consequences of a repulsive force that the Earth specifically, or the British Empire, were exerting upon the solar gases.” Although he always noted and was thankful for the particular role played by the British scientists, Einstein always firmly believed that behind these complex politics lay a “purely objective matter.” But others disagreed.

**BEYOND “EINSTEIN ON POLITICS”**

Einstein’s involvement with politics started with his pacifist stance during the First World War and his participation in the New Fatherland
Einstein began to actively support international collaborations in science after the First World War. During these years he started publicly insisting that internationalism and science went hand-in-hand because “scientific creations [. . .] elevate the human spirit above personal and selfish nationalistic aims.” Scientists, according to Einstein, had to play a singular role in promoting international relations: “Scientists [. . .] must be pioneers in this work of restoring internationalism.” Internationalism was a prerequisite “for pure objectivity to prevail.” In support of this idea, he cited a comment by his colleague Emil Fischer: “Whether you like it or not, gentlemen, science is and always will be international.”

After his 1919 launch to stardom, much of his (and his new wife’s) energy was directed toward a cultural Zionist cause, advocating unrestricted Jewish immigration or “large-scale Jewish colonization” of Palestine along with the creation of a university in Jerusalem. In the spring of 1920 he started offering accredited university courses to Jewish students who were unable to register at German universities because of quota limits. During that summer, he was vigorously attacked in a series of anti-relativity lectures at the Berlin Philharmonic Hall, marking the beginning of painful anti-Semitic tirades against him.

After those attacks, Einstein increasingly claimed that anyone who opposed his theories did it for political reasons. By 1921 he publicly stated that he did not consider the possibility of any legitimate critique: “No man of culture, of knowledge, has any animosity toward my theories. Even the physicists opposed to the theory are animated by political motives.” When asked to elaborate about political motives, Einstein referred to anti-Semitism.

Einstein was hardly alone in his political involvement as a scientist. He was part of a generation of many prominent scientists who were also politically engaged and very influential outside of scientific forums. His own engagement with politics spanned almost half a century marked by two world wars and covering topics ranging from the use of nuclear weapons to the civil rights movement in the United States. But a focus on Einstein’s political involvement (already the topic of numerous books and essays) can miss aspects of his work that cannot be easily classed as either political or scientific. Einstein’s interpretation of the twin paradox, and his dissent from the interpretation advanced by two of his contemporaries, the Dutch physicist Hendrik Lorentz and French philosopher Henri Bergson, falls in this nether land.

THE “TWIN PARADOX”

In 1911 Einstein’s theory of relativity gained a renewed interest for physicists, philosophers, and the general public in a new formulation proposed by Paul Langevin. In a congress for philosophers in Bologna, in which Bergson was the undisputable star, Langevin discussed a paradox that was subsequently named the “twin paradox”. Langevin’s original publication
did not talk about twins, or use the common names later given to the twins of Peter and Paul, but simply described a single “voyager” taking off from earth in an imaginary rocket. Yet eventually, the paradox obtained a standard form that has been repeated over and over.

The common formulation of the paradox can be summarized as follows. According to the theory of relativity, two twins (one who traveled in outer space at speeds close to the speed of light, and another one who remained on earth) would come back together to find that time had slowed down for the twin who had traveled. The twin who stayed on earth would have aged more rapidly; the traveling twin would be younger. Their clocks and calendars would show disagreeing dates and times. Although initially formulated as a “thought experiment”, many scientists claimed that various effects described and predicted by Einstein’s theory showed that the paradox would indeed take place. A stunning “confirmation” took place in 1972 when scientists tested their theory by transporting an atomic clock eastward around the world and comparing it with one transported westward. To their amazement, they found that the far-east traveler lost 59 nanoseconds, while the one transported westward gained 273 nanoseconds.

The paradox took time to reach its traditional, often-repeated form. At first its full implications escaped even Einstein, who in 1905 (when he first formulated the theory of relativity), did not even see a paradox. Einstein later believed that “the thing is at its funniest” when it was considered in terms of its effects on “organisms,” starting to ask if the dilation of time as marked by a clock would also affect biological—and not only physical—processes. Soon thereafter Einstein started to consider time dilation as much more than the delay of particular clocks, claiming that relativity affected “the temporal course of no matter which process.”

The “twin paradox” became particularly important for Einstein and his interlocutors because it aptly illustrated aspects of his interpretation of relativity theory that differentiated his position (and his particular contribution) from others’. It was an important example for Einstein’s particular interpretation of relativity theory by separating it from the contributions of Henri Poincaré and Lorentz, two of his contemporaries, and which was used to demonstrate the relevance of some of his most arcane claims for the common understanding of time in general.

Years before Einstein, both Poincaré and Lorentz had already worked on a theory that was very close to Einstein’s yet differed in essential ways. First, Lorentz developed the famous equations later used by Einstein. Then, in 1900, Poincaré brought Lorentz’s research to a different level by giving a physical interpretation of the equations in terms of the slowing down of clocks. Yet there was something essential and unique about Einstein’s work that was not present or foreseen by the others: Einstein’s particular interpretation of the notion of time. His interpretation of the “twin paradox” exemplified this particular interpretation.
His main difference with Lorentz and Poincaré, and the reason for which Einstein eventually received credit for revolutionizing physics, was that neither of the other two men thought that these relativity effects should revolutionize physics. Neither of them thought that concepts of time and space should be overhauled. Neither man thought that these variations in time and length should be considered “real” in the same terms that Einstein did.

Lorentz and Poincaré both realized that in cases where clocks moved at high velocities the time shown by the fast-moving clock would be delayed vis-à-vis the slow-moving clock. They both used the same formula to calculate the exact amount of each clock’s delay as it varied according to its speed. The famous formula related a time variable (usually written as $t_2$) in terms of another time value (usually written as $t_1$): $t_2 = t_1 \sqrt{1 - \frac{v^2}{c^2}}$. But Einstein differed with Lorentz and Poincaré about the meaning they gave to $t_1$ and $t_2$ and how these variables related to our notion of time in general.

Einstein at first considered the theory of relativity to belong equally to Lorentz. In 1906 he referred to relativity as “the theory of Lorentz and Einstein.” Lorentz called one of the changed magnitudes “local time” (and in the similar length equations he called it “apparent length”), but Einstein eventually came to believe that there was nothing unique, let alone “local” or “apparent” about it. He increasingly separated himself from Lorentz’s position, starting in 1907, when he referred separately to “the H.A. Lorentz theory and the principle of relativity.” Einstein stated his difference with Lorentz clearly and in detail, claiming that he understood Lorentz’s “local time” as time in general: “Surprisingly, however, it turned out that a sufficiently sharpened conception of time was all that was needed to overcome the difficulty discussed.” Einstein’s new interpretation of time and his difference with Lorentz’s was supported by Hermann Minkowski in a famous September 1908 lecture. It would soon become the main mark of Einstein’s priority.

What is more interesting is Einstein’s next claim: that his redefinition of “local time” as “time” in general was right, and that Lorentz’s was wrong. Although in his famous 1905 publication Einstein already explained that he was talking about “time”, his claim was initially much more modest. Then, it was closely associated with clock time, and did not even include all clocks. He was careful to say that his theory applied mostly to a “balance-wheel clock” and in later editions he added a footnote saying it would “not” apply to “a pendulum clock, which is physically a system to which the Earth belongs. This case had to be excluded.” Even after he expanded the importance of relativity beyond clock time, Einstein initially did not claim that his theory was the only explanation of the observed effects, but that it was one possible explanation among many others. He did however insist that it was the better one, because in contrast to Lorentz’s, (he argued) it was not ad hoc or artificial.
By October 1909 Lorentz was ready to concede that Einstein should “take credit” for “the manifestation of a general and fundamental principle” of relativity—something he had not done. But in that same Göttingen lecture, Lorentz also said that “Einstein simply postulates what we have deduced, with some difficulty and not altogether satisfactorily.” And that Einstein’s formulas were “rather complicated and look somewhat artificial.”37 While Einstein framed Lorentz’s theory as artificial-looking, Lorentz framed Einstein’s in the same way. In his 1910 lectures Lorentz used the term “Einstein’s Relativitätsprinzip”, clearly attributing it to Einstein.38 Lorentz’s clear acknowledgement of Einstein’s credit was hardly an endorsement. Einstein (and Minkowski), Lorentz argued, denied the existence of one true universal time. He wanted to keep it.

In 1914, in a book titled Das Relativitätsprinzip collecting some of the most important documents on the relativity theory by various authors, Lorentz’s contribution showed clear disagreements with Einstein: “Einstein says, in short, that all the questions just mentioned have no meaning.” The crux of their difference resided in the exceptional importance Lorentz gave to epistemology (specifically, in relativity theory and more generally, in science): “The evaluation of these concepts (relativity, time) belong mainly within epistemology, and the verdict can also be left to this field”. For Lorentz epistemology was central to the meaning of the theory.39

Einstein became even clearer about his difference with Lorentz in an article published for a general audience in a multivolume “Encyclopedia of the Present” commissioned to promote Germany. The article included a clear criticism of Lorentz’s interpretation.40 After reading the article, Lorentz complained about it in a private letter to Einstein: “In your article of the Kultur der Gegenwart I find in the discussion [. . .] the remark: ‘This manner of thinking up ad hoc hypotheses to cope with experiments [. . .] is very unsatisfactory’”, noticing that it referred directly to him.41 He strongly chastised Einstein for “presenting a personal view as self-evident” in his claim that there could be no distinguishing factor for preferring one time over the other. Lorentz then proceeded to describe all that was wrong with Einstein’s interpretation, settling largely on two main points.

The first issue had to do with the equivalence of time and space. Space and time were not simply interchangeable: “an unmistakable difference exists between spatial and temporal concepts, a difference which you also certainly cannot remove entirely. You cannot view the time coordinates as totally equal in status with the space coordinates.” The second issue had to do with the equivalency of the status of the different times. Lorentz was ready to concede that imperfect spirits could not give more importance to one time over the other, but a “universal spirit” would. But, what is more, Lorentz argued that we, humble human beings, were nonetheless similar to this “spirit”: “surely we are not so vastly different to it,” he argued. The idea of a universal spirit’s conception of time had a long history going back to medieval times and still appearing forcefully in Newton’s work. To Lorentz the question of a “universal spirit” and...
the ability to disentangle the equivalency of the status of $t_1$ and $t_2$ went “beyond the bounds of physics.”

By January 1915 it was clear that Lorentz and Einstein disagreed in their interpretation of relativity theory; they disagreed about the status of $t_1$ and $t_2$ vis-à-vis time in general; they disagreed about what they felt constituted the “bounds of physics”; they disagreed about the role of “epistemology” in science; they disagreed about what was “artificial” in scientific hypotheses; they disagreed about what should be considered as a “personal view” instead of being “self-evident.” Lorentz considered Einstein’s theory of relativity as one of many other possible options. Yes, special and general relativity were correct: “I do not mention that, also in my opinion, not only the theory of relativity but also your gravitation theory can remain valid in their entirety.” But they were not the only way to see things: “They will just not impose themselves on us so much as the only possible ones.”

Lorentz and Einstein nonetheless agreed about many other things and deeply admired each other as individuals. They became increasingly aligned in their opposition to the First World War and in their defense of “international” cooperation. In 1919 Lorentz was among the first physicists who contributed to bringing Einstein’s theory to the wider public. His short, popular book *The Einstein Theory of Relativity* called it “a monument of science” and extolled the “indefatigable exertions and perseverance” of the man.

In the 1920s Lorentz continued to support Einstein as an individual, despite their differences. His support peaked after Einstein suffered anti-Semitic attacks at the Philharmonic Hall. Nonetheless differences remained. In 1922 he still insisted that “one may, in all modesty, call true time the time measured by clocks which are fixed [. . . ] and consider simultaneity as a primary concept.”

**ENTER BERGSON**

Disagreement about the meaning of $t_1$, $t_2$, and time in general became a much wider problem after Bergson published his controversial *Duration and Simultaneity*. The book recounted in detail the famous “twin paradox,” and interpreted it in a manner that differed sharply from Einstein’s. Einstein and Bergson had met months before on 6 April 1922 when the book had not yet appeared but was already in press, in a widely publicized meeting in Paris widely considered “a sensation that the intellectual snobbery of the capital could not pass up.”

Bergson at that time was an established figure both as a public intellectual and philosopher, hobnobbing in the morning with heads of state, filling lecture rooms in the afternoon, and providing bedtime reading for many at night; Einstein was only then a rising star in science and starting to find his voice outside of scientific circles.

The two men largely dominated the intellectual landscape of the first half of the twentieth century, representing two competing sides of modern
times. Bergson’s work became associated with metaphysics, anti-rationalism, and vitalism (the idea that life permeates everything). Einstein’s with their opposites: with physics, rationality, and the idea that the universe (and our knowledge of it) could fare just as well without us. Both men were envied by many of their contemporaries. Even Sigmund Freud once described himself as having “little claim to be named besides Bergson and Einstein as one of the intellectual sovereigns” of his era. The debate between Bergson and Einstein was described as “a controversy that presently separates the two most renowned men of our times.”

Einstein’s visit was highly symbolic for the two countries, coming at a time of extreme tension between France and Germany. A German ultranationalist opponent of Einstein complained that this was simply “not the proper time”, for Einstein to go to France:

“Since the end of the war the French have suppressed the German people in the most brutal manner. They have torn away piece after piece of their body, have engaged in one act of extortions after another, they have placed colored troops to watch over the Rhineland, and they have made insufferable demands on the German people through the reparation commission. And just at this very time Mr. Einstein travels to Paris to deliver lectures.”

Others held exactly the opposite view, optimistically believing that it would help reduce the strain between the two countries. Einstein was invited with the express purpose that his visit would “serve to restore relations between German and French scholars.” He quoted the letter of invitation from Langevin in his travel notification to the Prussian Academy of Sciences: “The interests of science demand that relations between German scientists and us be reestablished.” Langevin argued that Einstein “will contribute to this better than anyone else.”

After receiving three invitations (the last one from the Collège de France), Einstein declined all of them. He had second thoughts, however, about the last one. These doubts intensified after a conversation with the Foreign Minister (and amateur science-fiction writer) Walther Rathenau who worked to improve relations between these two countries, and who urged him to attend. Shortly thereafter Einstein withdrew his declination, notified the Prussian Academy of Sciences, and prepared his trip. Political tensions only escalated when Einstein returned, and Rathenau, who had been responsible for convincing him to go to Paris, was assassinated.

“We SHALL HAVE TO FIND ANOTHER WAY OF NOT AGING.”

Bergson’s *Duration of Simultaneity* set off a chain reaction of responses from various scientists and intellectuals who took sides for or against. The
debate was particularly shocking because many of those involved believed that the two men should reach some sort of agreement. Intellectuals were all well accustomed to “endless discussion without resolution over the best structure to give a government, or over the most perfect form of art, or over a certain problem of metaphysics or ethics”, but this should not happen in a case “dealing only with logical deductions based on facts that none of the adversaries even dream of contesting.” This was a “disconcerting thing, and perhaps, without precedent.” There needed to be an end to something that could only be explained as “a colossal misunderstanding” or a “monstrous mistake.” Something radical had to happen in order to have “everyone to agree.”

Readers often cite a particular sentence in *Duration and Simultaneity* where Bergson wrote about the twin paradox. Bergson claimed that “once re-entering [Earth], it [the clock of one of the twins] marks the same time as the others.” This single statement about clocks discredited him in the eyes of most scientists. Many claimed that Bergson “was not sufficiently conversant with the outlook and problems of mathematics and physics.” Since then, most readers insist that Bergson denied the fact that the times of the twins would differ.

Bergson responded to some critics in a second 1923 edition of his book, where he included three new appendices. But even in the second edition, Bergson categorically stated that the traveling clock “does not present a delay when it finds the real clock, upon its return.” In the preface, he claimed to “explicitly prove that there is no reference, in what concerns Time, between a system in motion and a system in uniform translation.”

Bergson, in the years that followed, focused even more intently on the implications of having the twin’s clock times differ. This correction was most clearly stated two years after his first encounter with Einstein in “Les Temps fictifs et les temps réel” (May 1924). There he insisted that even if the twin’s clocks differed, his major philosophical point still held. What was this point? Although complex, one aspect of it remained clearly tied to his interpretation of the twin paradox.

So how did Bergson differ with Einstein? When Bergson entered into the fray in 1922 he first insisted that one of the twin’s time was “real” while the other’s was “fictional.” His philosophical project consisted in determining how these boundaries—between the real and the fictional—were established more generally. When he admitted that the times would differ, he still insisted that the discrepancy between the twins’ times did not necessarily imply that they should both be unequivocally considered in equal terms. So what if one of the twins’ clocks showed a different time than the other’s? One did not have to comply with Einstein’s particular answer, argued Bergson.

Differences in clock times proved that something in one of the twins’ scenarios was different from the other’s. Their experiences of time were thus not *entirely* equal. Which of the twins’ clocks’ time was correct? For
Einstein, both were equally correct. Physics, *his physics*, showed that. Bergson disagreed. When the twins met back on earth, and compared their differing clocks it was not immediately clear to him which of these times would be taken as correct. Although *physically* they could arguably have equal privileges, *philosophically* differences would remain between the two twins. Whose time would prevail back on earth would depend on how their disagreement was negotiated—psychologically, socially, politically, and *philosophically*. Mockingly comparing the sensational conclusions of Einstein’s interpretation of relativity to the fantastical searches for the fountain of youth, Bergson concluded: “We shall have to find another way of not aging.”

Bergson at first focused on differences in the twins’ experiences of effort and memory, and then (after criticisms were launched at him claiming that he did not understand Einstein’s science) he focused on acceleration, a clear physical difference. He argued that acceleration was the essential difference that produced a difference in times. Acceleration created a dissymmetry, which in turn proved that the twins’ times were not equal in every sense.

So, if one wants to deal with Real Times then acceleration should not create a dissymmetry, and if one wants the acceleration of one of these two systems to effectively create a dissymmetry between them, then we are no longer dealing with Real Times.  

Acceleration was an inescapable mark of a difference in the twins’ travel itineraries. Since a difference existed, one that resulted in a difference in times, then their times were not equal in *every* respect.

Einstein insisted that the issues that so fascinated Bergson were irrelevant for physics. Both twins experienced “Real Times”—equally real—according to Einstein. In addition, on many occasions Einstein and a number of his defenders claimed that the differences in times appeared even if there was no acceleration. The twin paradox should hold even under the special theory (that did not account for acceleration effects) alone. To prove this, they devised new scenarios. One of the most popular involved the introduction of a third twin, usually called the triplet, who would accelerate to compare her clock against that of the un-accelerated travelling twin and attest to the time difference. Or they had the two twins exchange time signals every step of the journey. Or they laced the path of each twin with coordinated clocks. These new scenarios solved some problems, but opened others. The plot thickened and the debate intensified.

The philosopher André Lalande, one of the founders of the *Société française de philosophie*, considered Bergson’s arguments as a whole and across all of his publications. Unlike most of those who followed the debate between the two men, he did not limit himself to citing the usual out-of-context quotes. Unlike most other readers, he understood that Bergson did eventually acknowledge that the times would differ. He
also understood that even then the disagreement between the two men remained, which he summarized as follows: “The chief question here, of course, is to know what sort of reality should be accorded to the various opposed observers who disagree in their measurement of time.”61 Another follower of the debate drew a similar conclusion: “Bergson admits all of the results of relativity, but only refuses to accord them the same real value.”62 Many other commentators accepted Einstein’s theory and its consequences, but were similarly loathe to ascribe an equal reality to the different times of the theory. An author of a book on relativity simply said that Einstein treated the “discord between clocks as real.” But that it would “no doubt” be better to qualify this by saying that these cases should be treated “as if” they were real.63

The question of how reality was bestowed to certain things and not to others was indeed at the crux of Bergson’s philosophy. For Bergson, the line between reality and fiction was fraught. For Einstein, it was not.

**FIGHTING TWINS**

A sufficiently uncooperative twin could still claim that only his clock showed the real time. The role of power and will to dominate could not be kept out of interpretations of the twin paradox. Even in 1911, at the very moment when the paradox was first introduced, the perspicacious philosopher Léon Brunschvicg underlined the issue of “domination” when he remarked that physicists should not forget that every “observer” described in the relativity theory was potentially “also a maker of clocks,” and could potentially “want to dominate” the diverse groups of observers, incapable of bringing the clocks into agreement, instead of being confused among them.”64 What would a dominant twin do?

Eddington, who also understood Einstein’s theory as one that assigned equal reality to the different times measured by different observers, described Einstein’s position in clearly value-laden terms. He considered Einstein’s interpretation of relativity as a fairer position than alternative ones, all of which he understood in juridical, political (and even slightly comical) terms. Einstein’s theory was radically democratizing, and it was also a way to avoid conflict through the reconciliation of conflicting points of view. When discussing the question of what was the difference between a stationary observer (a twin that stayed on Earth) and a moving one (the one who travelled), Eddington used the example of a falling “drunken man who explained that ‘the paving-stone got up and hit him’” and who “dismiss[ed] the policeman’s account of the incident.” According to Eddington, the story in which “the paving-stone overtook him and came in contact with his head” should be validated. Both his and the policeman’s account were true: “Einstein’s position is that whilst this is a perfectly legitimate way of looking at the incident, the more usual
account given by the policeman is also legitimate.” Einstein “endeavors like a good magistrate to reconcile them both.” To think otherwise was terribly “ego-centric” since “Nature provides no indication that one of these frames is to be preferred to the others.”

Disagreements among the twins were frequently considered in the same way as more pressing and present forms of disagreements, such as those currently facing nations and, within them, scientists. Scientists often worked in both of these contexts. Only five days before he met Einstein in Paris, Bergson was voted unanimously to become the president of the International Committee for Intellectual Cooperation (ICIC) of the League of Nations. Einstein would join as a member.

The ICIC was founded on the hope that if intellectuals could learn to cooperate then nations might follow. It initiated a wide range of activities, pertaining to elementary and secondary education, the creation of bibliographic databases, faculty and student exchanges, intellectual property, nomenclature, scientific organization, dissemination, and access to knowledge, among others. The leadership of Bergson was essential, since he was one of the most politically committed intellectuals of his time. Einstein’s participation in the Committee was also important. Bergson needed him, since he was well aware that the power of the ICIC depended on the prestige and strength of its members. Knowing that the ICIC “will only succeed, will only impose itself by the prestige and the authority of its members”, Bergson worked hard to include Einstein. But disagreements between the two men plagued the Committee, which finally failed in 1939 in the face of imminent war.

After the First World War, German scientists were often excluded from international scientific and academic forums (such as the Solvay Congresses), just as German nationals were excluded from many governmental forums (such as the League of Nations). At the start of the First World War, Bergson, who was then president of the Académie des sciences morales et politiques, was pressured by a group of members of the Institut de France who demanded the expulsion of foreign associates of German nationality. The philosophers of the Institut, as a group, condemned this initiative. Bergson, during his tenure as president, drafted a declaration that condemned the war but did not go to the extreme of expelling German nationals. These politics of exclusion affected Einstein’s Paris visit. In 1922 the Académie des sciences refused to allow him to lecture on the grounds that Germany did not belong to the League of Nations. A critical newspaper questioned their logic: “If a German were to discover a remedy for cancer or tuberculosis, would these thirty academicians have to wait for the application of the remedy until Germany joined the League?”

A few days after his meeting with Bergson, the two men were supposed to meet again in Geneva at the inaugural meeting of the ICIC. Einstein missed its first meeting (1–5 August 1922). He then thought of resigning because of the prevailing anti-German sentiments of many of its members. He did
not feel he could adequately represent Germany because of his “condition as Israeli, on the one hand, and on the other because of his anti-chauvinistic feelings from the German point of view do not permit him to truly represent the intellectual milieu and the Universities of Germany.” Nonetheless, Einstein was invited as a representative of German science. Einstein was in a difficult position; Marie Curie and others pleaded with him, and he chose to remain.

By the second meeting he had resigned in earnest (March 1923), publishing a sharply worded statement against the ICIC. Einstein protested that the League of Nations had watched helplessly as the French, refusing to send the problem of Germany’s war-reparations to arbitration, occupied the German Ruhr region. The government of Raymond Poincaré, Henri Poincaré cousin, had sent the troops to the Ruhr industrial area to seize control of production. “The League of Nations”, argued Einstein, “fails not only to embody the ideal of an international organization, but actually discredits it.” His highly public resignation only made the work of the League of Nations and the ICIC more difficult. His behavior appeared paradoxical to many of his colleagues. How could a scientist who preached about internationalism refuse to take place in these outreach activities? After all, he was being invited (they had indeed pleaded) as a German-born member. Had not Einstein repeatedly protested the exclusion of German scientists?

His colleague Max Born wrote to him after hearing the news of Einstein’s resignation. Could it be true?

The papers report that you have turned your back on the League of Nations. I would like to know if this is true. It is, indeed, almost impossible to arrive at any rational opinion about political matters, as the truth is systematically being distorted during wartime.

During this tumultuous period Einstein considered his theory of relativity in ways that can neither be considered exclusively in political or scientific terms. In a letter to his friend Maurice Solovine, he connected his decision to resign directly to Bergson’s reception of relativity:

I resigned from a commission of the League of Nations, for I no longer have any confidence in this institution. That provoked some animosity, but I am glad that I did it. One must shy away from deceptive undertakings, even when they bear a high-sounding name. Bergson, on his book on the theory of relativity, made some serious blunders; may God forgive him.

Forced to explain his decision to resign from the ICIC and to combat views that he was being pro-German, he stated that his position was consistent with the theory of relativity. In a letter to Marie Curie, he explained: “Do not think for a moment that I consider my own fellow countrymen
superior and that I misunderstand the others—that would scarcely be consistent with the Theory of Relativity.” Relativity, in those years, went beyond his famous Annalen der Physik papers.

Although Einstein had repeatedly protested the exclusion of German scientists from international forums, in 1923 he boycotted them despite being invited. He explained to Marie Curie: “I have requested, furthermore, that I not be invited to Brussels [to attend the Solvay Congress].” Einstein’s claims that they were excluding Germans provoked Lorentz to write a letter (on 15 September 1923) explaining to Einstein that it was not true that German scientists were excluded on principle. But Einstein had lost hope in the League. In a private letter sent to his close friend Michele Besso, he explained how he felt “proud not to have been duped by the League of Nations.” That would have been a complete “waste of time and energy”, due to the complete “hypocrisy” of the institution.

COFFEE BREAK

On 6 March 1924 crisis hit the ICIC. Gilbert Murray, scholar of ancient Greek literature, world peace advocate, and vice-president of the organization, sent a letter to the Times accusing the Committee of being anti-German. The ICIC responded by publishing numerous invitations of German scientists and institutions and evidence of how they, German scientists, had turned down these invitations. Bergson, who could not disguise his anger towards Murray, needed Einstein more than ever. When asked how they should best respond to the crisis and to the accusations, Bergson responded: “It would be extremely useful if Prof. Einstein joined the Committee again.”

All of this happened at the very moment that the debate between the theory of relativity and Bergson’s philosophy was reopened in the July 1924 issue of the Revue de philosophie. The equality of the different times in the twin paradox was again discussed. Meanwhile, the position of France was being weakened because of its widely rejected occupation of the Ruhr area and the concurrent devaluation of the franc. The British thought that they could profit from this situation. Murray asked Einstein if he would join, and he accepted.

The philosopher Isaac Benrubu, amongst others, decided to attend the ICIC’s meeting in Geneva (25 July 1924) only after learning that both Einstein and Bergson would attend. The fate of the Committee was now colored by the infighting between Bergson and Einstein. For its participants, the Einstein-Bergson debate was at least as important as the Committee’s meetings.

For the meeting proper Bergson reintroduced Einstein with a flattering eulogy, but during the meeting break their differences once again became evident. Benrubu, who attended the conference because of Einstein’s and Bergson’s presence, precipitated himself towards Einstein to ask him what
he thought of Duration and Simultaneity. Einstein offered his official response, that Bergson had not understood the physics of relativity, that he had made a mistake. Asked if he would continue the fight against Bergson, Einstein responded: “No, I do not intend to do that, unless Bergson himself provokes a polemic. But that would not help anybody.” Einstein was willing to let bygones be bygones: “New grass will grow, and then one will be able to judge with more objectivity.” Reporting to the Frankfurter Zeitung right after the meeting, Einstein nonetheless expressed discontent about the role of the French during the meeting, which was, of course, led and chaired by Bergson as president: “It is true that the French mentality may unwittingly have dominated the proceedings to some extent”. On numerous occasions Einstein lamented the “impression of French predominance”, at the ICIC, especially since “the chairman of the committee has so far also been a Frenchman”.

Bergson and Lorentz continued to think about Einstein’s theory of relativity in relation to reaching agreement on the meaning of the two clocks of the twin paradox, at the same time that they thought about the best way to advance the goals of the Committee. The two men became close after Einstein resigned from the ICIC and was replaced by Lorentz. On 28 November 1924 Bergson sent a letter inviting Lorentz over to dinner that included the following promise: “We will be absolutely alone.” That same letter thanked Lorentz for having sent Bergson a note on “the two clocks”: “My first impression”, wrote Bergson, “is that your argument is irreproachable.”
He then added a key line that told how their arguments were almost the same: “and for that reason mine remains correct [juste].”

Einstein and Bergson did not learn to work together at the ICIC. Passions again flared when the French government offered the ICIC the option of building an International Institute for Intellectual Cooperation (IIC) in Paris. Einstein (and others) expressed his concern that the ICIC was international only nominally, and in effect nationally French. But Bergson thought he should not turn down the government’s generous offer. When Bergson accepted, Einstein became more and more suspicious of the ICIC’s underhand nationalism. He did not attend the next meeting, which was held in Paris instead of in Geneva. Bergson, in turn, did not support Einstein’s Zionist causes. When Einstein invited Bergson to participate in the inauguration of the Jerusalem University, Bergson declined politely (in February 1925) saying he was too busy.

In 1925 Bergson resigned, citing an illness. This resignation marked the end of Bergson’s political involvement. After that date he completely retired from public life. Lorentz assumed the presidency—the second leader of the ICIC who held a view of time that could not be reconciled with Einstein’s.

Einstein did not increase his attendance. During the meeting of 28 July 1925, Einstein decided to write to Besso a letter on his recent work on a unified theory, explaining to his friend: “This letter was written during a boring meeting of the League of Nations.” Later he described the ICIC as a “keen disappointment” and a “weak and imperfect instrument” that has “by no means fulfilled all the expectations which accompanied its founding.” He supported the League only au faute de mieux.

In 1928, prompted by new experimental results, Lorentz again stated his position on relativity theory, giving Einstein full credit for it. While he had introduced the concept of local time, he had never thought that this had anything to do with the real time. The real time for me was still represented by the old classical notion of an absolute time, which is independent of any reference to special frames of co-ordinates. There existed for me only this one true time.

Einstein could take full responsibility:

So the theory of relativity is really solely Einstein’s work. And there can be no doubt that he would have conceived it even if the work of all his predecessors in the theory of this field had not been done at all. His work is in this respect independent of the previous theories.

He granted Einstein a lot: “To the experimental evidence which we already had, the charm of a beautiful and self-consistent theory was then added.” Nonetheless Lorentz continued to believe in his interpretation: “Asked if I consider [my interpretation] [ . . . ] a real one, I should answer
‘yes.’ It is as real as anything we observe.”99 And he continued to believe that Einstein “simply postulated” his own theory.100

By 1929 Einstein still deeply believed that the domination of the Institute by the French was “a fact which is not conducive [. . .] to international solidarity.”101 To the mathematician Jacques Hadamard he described the League as “impotent.”102 He told the New York Times that he had been “rarely enthusiastic about what the League of Nations has done or has not done.”103 From 1926–1930 Einstein attended only three meetings.104 He explained to the scientist and politician Paul Painlevé that “I have always regretted the fact that the institute was established in Paris and financed exclusively by French funds.”105 He argued “to move the institute in toto to Geneva and have all countries contribute to its financial support under a quota system.”106 In July 1930 he again criticized the Committee, and resigned for the second time. Murray wrote about the woes that replacing Einstein imposed on the institution, and pointed his finger to a quick fix: “The best solution of all these difficulties is obvious! It is that you should remain with us, but perhaps that is too much to hope for.”107

Einstein decided to participate once again in the Solvay Congresses, which started to be dominated by an alternative physical theory: quantum mechanics. At the Solvay Congress of 1927, Einstein “expressed [. . .] a deep concern” over physicists’ disagreement about causality in physics, uttering his famous argument that God did not play dice with the universe.108 At the following meeting physicists could not yet come to agreement amongst themselves about fundamental aspects of physics. Einstein locked horns with Niels Bohr on topics which would be debated in later years. The disagreement at the meeting profoundly affected Einstein, who “expressed a feeling of disquietude as regards the apparent lack of firmly laid out principles for the explanation of nature, in which all could agree.”109

Bohr described how the Solvay Congresses “took quite a dramatic turn” after they became plagued by important disagreements pertaining to the relation between the theory of relativity and quantum mechanics.110 Some prominent advocates of quantum mechanics, such as Louis de Broglie, saw Bergson’s philosophy as revindicated by the new science. At the time of Bergson’s death in 1941 the literary critic André Rousseaux insisted that it was not Bergson who had been wrong on science, it was the science that had been wrong. Bergson had been wrong merely when judged by the “science of his time” which was one that “was soon being marked by caducity.”111

The Nazis rose to power early in 1933. The physicists continued to disagree, but meeting together became increasingly hard. Einstein was unable to attend the Solvay Congress of 1933. What was worse, their discussions during those years seemed to many unfit for scientists, but international reunions were unable to muster consensus. In 1936, the Second International Congress for the Unity of Science was another display of disunity.

In 1938 the ICIC held it necessary to forge consensus in the physical sciences (mainly on the Quantum-Relativity debate), while still under the
auspices of the League of Nations. These aspects of the situation were especially discussed at a meeting in Warsaw in 1938, arranged by the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation of the League of Nations,” recalled Bohr. But the ICIC’s efforts failed, and did not produce one of its much hoped for result: agreement, either political, or scientific, or of any other kind. One year later, the ICIC lost so much momentum that it had its last meeting on July.

Einstein completely and publicly abandoned his pacifist stance. Hoping that another institution “differing from the present League of Nations in Geneva, would have at its disposal the means for enforcing its decisions,” he started to advocate an international standing army and police force.

In August 1939 he sent a letter to President Roosevelt urging nuclear weapons research.

TWINS RETURN

Late in his life, Einstein was asked to write an article for the Library of Living Philosophers which he jokingly described as an “obituary.” It was filled by articles about Einstein that touched on the topic of how scientists reached, or failed to reach, agreement on his theories. Bohr pessimistically recalled in his essay how “it has been difficult to reach mutual understanding not only between philosophers and physicists but even between physicists of different schools.”

The question of what kind of reality should be given to the times marked by the two clocks once again resurfaced. Arthur O. Lovejoy, who would become famous for founding the history of ideas movement, disagreed with Einstein’s interpretation of the differing time assessments by the twins in relativity, siding with Bergson. The two times should not be given the significance that Einstein gave to them: “the fact that two observers disagree concerning the simultaneity of a pair of distant events [ . . . ] is no more significant than would be a disagreement between two illiterate persons over the question of whether a whale is a fish.” He considered the differences in times described in relativity theory not as referring to real temporal differences but simply as differences arising from disagreements over terminology. One of the persons could mean by “‘fish’ any free-swimming animal that lives in the water” while for the other one it could mean “gill-breathing and cold-blooded animals.”

The philosopher Andrew Paul Ushenko, author of the Philosophy of Relativity and Professor at Princeton University, tried to bring some clarity into these debates, noticing that philosophers and even scientists were still reading too much into the differences between the two clock times. He traced the problem to one of Einstein’s popular examples of relativity theory, which illustrated time dilation in terms of the time of one person on an embankment and another travelling on a train. Ushenko offered to
undertake a “slight modification of Einstein’s example” in order to “remove the cause of misunderstanding by philosophers.” It would be better to talk about “two trains” instead of using the romantic illustration where one person remained on a railroad embankment while the other took off on the train. Two trains would “serve better the purpose of illustrating the parity of alternative reference systems because of a common experience.” Denuding the differences amongst the observers in Einstein’s examples, he argued, was necessary to properly understand Einstein’s theories. Otherwise, precisely the issues of negotiating these differences would come back to haunt him and his science.

In another important essay, the Harvard physicist Percy Bridgman once again argued that the philosophical problem of reaching agreement about matters of time had not disappeared. He insisted that for Einstein’s theory to hold, the two famous observers of the twin paradox still had to come to an agreement about their differences and its meaning. They had to be “similar” in some sense and they had to be able to “communicate.” Bridgman pointed out the difficulties: “Even the inhabitants of this planet with different cultural backgrounds do not find it always easy to communicate.” Why would it be different for the “twins” in the famous paradox?

To understand some of the most metaphysical of questions—the nature of time—some of Einstein’s interlocutors brought us down to the most infra physical of scenarios: two imaginary individuals who disagreed about the meaning of very simple observations. These scenarios were illustrated in various ways. Bridgman referred to “inhabitants of this planet with different cultural backgrounds”; Lovejoy wrote about “disagreement between two illiterate persons over the question of whether a whale is a fish”; Brunschvicg wrote about an observer who “would want to dominate the diverse groups of observers”; Bergson used the most common of names, which were also the holiest: Peter and Paul.

What if living observers were completely eliminated? Would that solve the debate? Langevin boldly stated that “We are ourselves clocks,” defending the astounding conclusion that the slow clocks meant slow time, biologically and physically. But some critics thought that defining time in terms of clocks was “a scientific monstrosity.” Clocks frequently ran late, and this did not mean that time was slowing down. Bergson considered the case where the comparison of times could be completely automated, and where the differences between the clock times would be automatically recorded. Under these conditions, he was ready to concede to Einstein: “one could naturally say that [clocks travelling at different speeds] cannot run in synchronicity [. . . ] in effect Time slows down when speed increases.” But as soon as conscious beings were reintroduced, Bergson felt justified to continue to claim that the times described by Einstein were not all equally real. “But what is this time that slows down? What are these clocks that are not in synchronicity?” They were, according to him, always “fictional” and “represented.” The question of completely eliminating observers and seeing
how this elimination would affect current views of the universe, Bergson knew well, would be equivalent to opening Pandora’s box.

Simple examples invoked complicated questions: would our view of the universe remain valid even if all living observers were eliminated from it? Could observation be completely automated? How was agreement possible? How did consensus depend on communication? How did differences in experience affect consensus? What is parity and what is congruence? The examples used by scientists quickly escaped from the strict categories of either science or politics. “All the tales of passing trains which signal an observer standing in a station, of aviators who smoke cigars in lengthened or contracted periods of time—to what purpose are they?—or, more precisely, for whom are they designed?” asked the philosopher Gaston Bachelard. Lessons about science or politics could not be simply read out from these “tales.”

Finally, what is neutral? “Neutrality, of course may mean several things,” answered Ushenko, one of Einstein’s interlocutors, arguing in the same text for a “slight modification of Einstein’s example” to “serve better the purpose of illustrating the parity of alternative reference systems.” Examples aimed to illustrate this “parity” proliferated before and after Ushenko wrote these lines (the train and the embankment, two trains on parallel tracks, an earth-bound observer and a voyager, Peter and Paul, two twins, and perhaps a third triplet). Failing in all senses to be neutral, these attempts remained at the same time both too literal and too literary.

Ushenko, remaining anxious about the “abundance of allegories and metaphors” in the work of physicists, asked if “physics is neutral with regard to philosophy” concluding that “science must rely on [ . . . ] extra-scientific considerations”, which “proves that science is biased in favor of, and not neutral, with regard to, the latter.” Could there be neutrality between physics and philosophy, between science and extra-science, between science and a theory of knowledge? Yes and no. Scientists and philosophers took sides. But, by no longer fearing the “abundance of allegories and metaphors” in scientific writing, we can see that the problem of neutrality across fields (politics, science, ethics) lay in the boundaries of these fields themselves.
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